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whole trade ip England. About the same time
Robert Adam and his three brothers were doing
an almost equally important work, in making
the house and its decorations and furnishings
an artistic whole. rhough they were architects
by profession, these men designed furniture of
all types to fit the beautiful houses they created.
The Adam brothers also deserve the thanks
of posterity for being the first to build houses
with many large windows, instead of the small
windows of mediroval times that still survived
in England. Sheraton went further than any
of his predece~sors or contemporaries in the
direction of simplicity and severity. For
delicacy, harmony, balance, and lightness, some
of Sheraton's designs are unsurpassed except by
the best work of the French makers, though
some of his later work is marred by the abandonCAB I N
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old designs of simple and beautiful construction.
The best work of the old masters has been copied
and adapted, so that it is now possible to obtain
furniture of beautiful design and finish at a
moderate price.
The woods used in making furniture are
varied, and ch ange as often as do the designs.
Early in the 19th century black walnut, maple,
and mahogany were fashionable ; then cherry
and ash came into vogue. Oak was long for ..
gotten, but towards the close of t he century it
took a prominent place, and is still popular for
t he hall, library, and dining room; while black
walnut, once so fashionable, has passed almost
entirely out of use. For bedrooms mahogany,
curly birch, and maple are now much used, and
for the dining and drawing-rooms mahogany is
still first choice in the better grades of furniture.
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This scene is typical of the camps in the distant wilderness, where dwell the men who capture the world's su pply of
furs. Preparations are under way for the winter campaign, during which the camp will probably be cut off by snow
from all communication with civilization. A bear ski n is drying on the rack at the right .
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ment of his own principles for extravagance and
fantastical forms. The foundations laid by this
. brilliant mid-Georgian school, and by the
French artists, have been used ever since for the
finest creations of the best furnit ure makers.
The Steam Lathe and the Circular Saw
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In 1815 the steam lathe was first applied to th e
making of furniture·, and in 1825 t he circular
saw was invented. Furniture which formerly
had been very plain was now covered with
elaborate meaningless scroll-work and mouldings, easily produced by t he new machinery .
Since 1859 most furnit ure has been made h5r
machines, which cut, polish, and even assemble
the articles. Some of the polishing of furniture
is still done by hand, but there is very little
individual construction work,.
.
In the last generation, largely inspired by the
work of the English artist, William 1\f.orris, there
has been a growing demand for a revival of the

What visions the word " furs" calls
up of remote lands and waters, of savage
warriors and .lonely trappers, of Arctic travel
and hardships, of lovely ladies and wealth beyond calculation ! The skins of fur-bearing
animals are bound up with the history of nearly
all civilized peoples. ' iVherever winters were
cold, one of the first concerns of primitive man
was to provide himself with garments made
from the warm t hick coats of animals, for
garments of skins and furs were worn long
before he had learned to prepare wool.
For furs he hunted and toiled, and when he ·
had obtained more than he needed himself, he
traded them to his fellows for food and weapons.
Thus furs became an early medium of barter and
exchange ; and as the people of more t emperate
regions came to covet them for ornament as
well as warmth, the fur-trade became one of the
chief of primitive industries.
FURS.
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